How To Enjoy The Restaurant Experience At Home
(NAPSA)—When spending time
with loved ones or friends, a night
on the town often includes a meal
at a favorite restaurant. Tablecloths, candles, music—these
details and more—combine to
make dining out more memorable.
Fortunately, you don’t have to
spend lots of money or time, brave
traffic or venture out in the elements to have a restaurant-quality experience. Whether you’re
planning a date night or entertaining friends, consider “dining
out” at home.
Think of the things you like
about dining out and then try
these tips to re-create the experience at home:
• Set the table. It only takes a
minute to put on a tablecloth and
light candles for an attractive centerpiece, but the effect makes dinner feel more like an occasion.
• Serve three courses. Nothing says dining out like a tasty
appetizer and decadent dessert,
so p lan a s i mp l e m e n u t h a t
includes both.
• Many people go to restaurants to try things they don’t usually cook at home. Try a new
recipe that’s delicious, yet simple
to prepare.
For example, a new cookbook
from The Pampered Chef ®, “Cooking for Two & More,” offers contemporary upscale recipes to help
you discover—or rediscover—the
pleasures of fine cooking without
the hassle. The HorseradishCrusted Cod is one gourmet
entrée that is quick and simple to
prepare. The horseradish topping
keeps the cod moist and contributes a zesty flavor. Other mild
white fish, such as tilapia, are
also delicious prepared this way:

Horseradish-crusted cod is moist and flavorful. Toast the breadcrumbs beforehand for a crunchy, golden brown crust.
Horseradish-Crusted Cod
Prep time: 15 min.
Total time: About 30 min.
⁄4 cup mayonnaise
1 tablespoon prepared
horseradish
1 teaspoon snipped fresh
parsley
2 slices French bread,
coarsely chopped into 1⁄2
cup fresh bread crumbs
2 boneless, skinless centercut cod fillets (4-6 ounces
each), 1 inch thick
Salt and black pepper
1 tablespoon butter
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Preheat oven to 450° F.
Combine mayonnaise, horseradish, parsley and 2 tablespoons of the bread crumbs in
a small bowl. Season cod
evenly with salt and black
pepper. Place cod on pan with
small sides; top evenly with

horseradish mixture. Combine
butter and remaining bread
crumbs in microwave-safe
bowl; microwave on HIGH 1
minute or until golden brown
and crisp, stirring once. Sprinkle toasted crumbs evenly
over top of horseradish mixture. Bake 10 to 12 minutes or
until cod flakes easily with a
fork. Remove from oven; serve
immediately. Serves 2.
Chef’s Corner Tips
Because cod cooks quickly, pretoasting the bread crumb topping
results in a crunchy, golden brown
crust.
For restaurant-style presentation, serve on a bed of sautéed
sugar snap peas or fresh greens.
For information on “Cooking
for Two & More” and innovative
products that make meals and
entertaining quick, easy and fun,
visit www.pamperedchef.com.

Ten Decorating Mistakes To Avoid
(NAPSA)—Decorator and HGTV
designer Karl Lohnes has a list of
the most often-made decorating
blunders. Do these seem familiar?
1) Leaving windows for
last. Window fashions create
pleasing illusions of depth or
height, and studies show the quality of natural light in a space
affects moods and health. One
popular option, Silhouette ® window shadings, which feature soft
fabric vanes between sheer panels, diffuse and soften light and let
you direct it up or down.
2) Purchasing new furniture before measuring the
room. Spend time in the room,
instead of using a presale floor
plan or picture. Have the window
treatments in place early to protect furnishings from UV rays.
One option for large slider windows is new Cadence® Motif Soft
Vertical Blinds with the first and
only curved, soft-fabric louver.
3) Buying area rugs too
small. Area rugs should reveal
only 12 to 16 inches of floor. Furniture should ground the rug.
4) Choosing wall colors
that are too pale. The larger the
room, the more depth a color
needs. To enhance the effect, use a
matching or complementary window fashion. Silhouette window
shadings in fabric from the
Matisse Collection™, the first fabric with colored sheer facings as
well as colored vanes, enrich the
color impact.
5) Hanging artwork too
high. The bottom of the art
should be eight to 10 inches above
the furniture tops.
6) Highlighting wimpy trims
and moldings. Paint trims three
inches or smaller the same color as
the wall to avoid a “racing stripe
effect.” You can even cover trim

Not Just Window Dressing: These
top-down/bottom-up honeycomb
shades soften light as well as
lower energy bills.
with a vertical window fashion,
such as Luminette ® Privacy
Sheers, mounted outside the window frame from ceiling to floor.
7) Buying too many small
accessories. Hold off on trendy
accessories for a year or two and
you could save enough for a substantial piece of furniture.
8) Scattering your collectibles. If displaying collectibles in
a sunny spot, choose a window
fashion that will protect them
from fading. With its two sheer
panels, Silhouette shadings are
among the few that offer generous
protection against UV rays while
allowing for light and a view.
9) Having more than one
focal point. If it’s the window, it
will visually influence the rest of
the room. Duette ® honeycomb
shades with the top-down/bottomup feature create appealing visual
patterns. They soften light while
lowering energy bills.
10) Getting it all done in a
day. When you buy all the décor
in a day, it looks it. It’s more fun
to “build” the look.
For more information, visit
www.hunterdouglas.com or call
(800) 274-2985.

Keep Red Noses At Bay

Registered Dietitian Deralee Scanlon Shares Her
Powerful Immune-Boosting Strategies
(NAPSA)—Shorter days and
lower temperatures combined with
increased stress levels can wreak
havoc on the body’s immune system. In fact, according to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control, 90
percent of Americans need respiratory health support at least once
during the cold weather season.
Since no one wants to carry tissue
boxes all winter and red noses are
so passé, we’ve consulted registered dietitian Deralee Scanlon to
share her immune-boosting strategies with us:
Vitamin C—Most people have
heard of vitamin C but don’t know
why it’s important. Vitamin C is
critical for proper immune system
function and it’s an important and
powerful antioxidant that works
in the aqueous (water) environments of the body, such as the
lungs and eye lenses. Scanlon recommends that adults take 100 to
500 mg of vitamin C year-round
for maximum benefit.
Echinacea—Echinacea is used
to strengthen and enhance overall
health and well-being. This herb
may help stimulate the body’s natural resistance. For Echinacea to
work best, Scanlon recommends
only taking Echinacea at the first
sign of feeling under the weather
and for no longer than eight
weeks at a time.
Zinc—Zinc is a mineral with
antioxidant activity that helps protect the body from certain free radicals that may damage cells. It’s
important to remember that the
body’s immune system needs zinc
to function properly. Zinc works
best when taken year-round.

***
To be able to fill leisure intelligently is the last product of
civilization.
—Arnold Toynbee
***

Andrographis—While this
herb may be new to many U.S.
consumers, Andrographis has been
long used in traditional Indian
and Chinese herbal medicine as an
immune booster. Four major studies have shown its ability to support upper respiratory health and
wellness. Scanlon recommends
taking Andrographis at the first
sign of a weakened immune system. This herb isn’t found readily
as a single ingredient, so Scanlon recommends TriMune from
Nature’s Resource, which combines Andrographis, zinc, vitamin
C and Echinacea into a powerful
immune defense product. TriMune
can be found at Walgreens and
CVS in the vitamin aisle.
“When you’re not feeling your
best, you want something that
helps you feel better faster,” says
Scanlon. “Vitamin C, Echinacea,
zinc and Andrographis are safe,
effective and may naturally boost
the body’s immune system.”
For more information on staying healthy all year, visit Natures
Resource.com. Deralee Scanlon is
a regular contributor to the site.

***
When you have a number of disagreeable duties to perform,
always do the most disagreeable first.
—Josiah Quincy
***

***
Cherish your own emotions and
never undervalue them.
—Robert Henri
***

***
He who confers a favor should
at once forget it, if he is not to
show a sordid ungenerous spirit.
To remind a man of a kindness
conferred and to talk of it, is little different from reproach.
—Demosthenes
***
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Classing Up Take-Out
(NAPSA)—What’s cooking in
American homes? Sometimes, not
much. Americans buy an average
of 202 meals per year at restaurants—that’s nearly four nights a
week. The eating-out-of-home
trend goes one step further with
large national restaurants offering to-go meals straight from
their popular dine-in menus.
Case in point: Take-out sales for
Outback Steakhouse nearly doubled while those for Applebee’s
more than doubled.
So with 34 percent of American
adults considering take-out “essential” to their way of life, spending
25 percent of their income on outof-home meals, why not make the
take-out experience a little more
special? Try these tips for getting
more out of your meal:
Set The Mood
Try dressing up the meal by
swapping plasticware and cardboard containers with real spoons
and plates. (Read: the kind you
don’t throw away.) Or, if you
think take-out should mean no
dishwashing, keep the containers
and plastic, play some music,
break out a tablecloth and enjoy.
Wine Time
You might be surprised to
learn that plenty of wines pair
perfectly with take-out meals and
don’t break the bank. For instance, try a white wine such as
Gallo Family Vineyards Twin
Valley Sauvignon Blanc ($5.99)
with Asian cuisine like Chinese,
Thai and Japanese as well as

Take-Out Is In—Pairing take-out
with the right beverages can add
to the eat-at-home experience.
barbecue and salads. Or you can
try a Twin Valley Cabernet Sauvignon with chicken wings, Mexican, and Italian sub sandwiches.
For desserts, go with a Twin Valley
Moscato. It can be perfectly paired
with creamy desserts or simply
poured over fresh fruit. You can
also use the Moscato to add flavor
to some classic take-out sauces.
Try these ideas:
• Asian Soy Sauce: Five
ounces of the Moscato will add
some gusto to your favorite Asian
dipping sauce recipes.
• Italian Puttanesca: Three
ounces of the Moscato will enhance
the flavor in this classic favorite.
• S alsa Verde: Adding tw o
ounces of Twin Valley Moscato
softens the spiciness, making it
more palate friendly. The Gallo
Family Vineyards Twin Valley
line offers each type priced at
$5.99, less than the average
take-out meal.
For more information, visit
www.ejgtwinvalley.com.

